, FORMULA To TIME

To have any kind of understanding to the TABLES of the DAKOTA WINTER
COUNT, you must try to understand the Indian's thinking to his Physic laws.
If a person can understand that ICE turns to WATER and then STEAM
because of circumstances and it is a common acceptence of fact; a fact among
Ancient American Indians that TIME changes to LIGHT and then to DARKNESS
is a common acceptence of fact, then the DAKOTA WINTER COUNT becomes
a Calendar' of references too when TIME and LIGHT separate.
Even though you do not understand and accept this Ancient American
Indian Physio Law, does not remove it from a scientific fact. Just that the
references that make up this physic fact are not available to you and such
references in itself could create a new physìc science to the civilized
lifestyle.
Eveyy civilized christian religion and occult scientist since the
beginning of civilized history has been trying to find the references and
formula to the ritual of Ancient TIME WALKERS, where one travels by a human
body to all parts of the world in the twinkling of an eye. The reason this
research is approched from a religious concept by these scientist, believe
the Ancient American Indian never' had a written language or sciences ín
their lifestyle, so the Ancient's art of TIME WALKING had to have been done
by some type f /s íritual HocusPocus Ritual.
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Thi5__small=book, is to present the fact that eszen ,though TIME WALKING
is closely related to an absolute faith in a Supreme Being, the beginning
teachings began as pure scientific formulas. The ritual to TIME WALKING will
never be done without the knowledge to these sciences and to believe in a
Supreme Being or' God or Allah or Buda or whatever, is pure scientific fact
and not soma Hocus'Pocus idea.
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